Designing and
Building Mobile
Trailers
EZ STAK delivers turnkey trailer
in 10 days.

The team at EZ STAK takes the time to understand what the trailer
is going to be used for, who’s going to use it and what it’s going to be
carrying. They think about weight and power capacities, tool requirements, what kind of vehicle is
going to be towing it, and what kind of climate it’s going to be working in. There is a lot of thought
into ergonomics and safety.

The Problem ► In the summer of 2016,

The Result ► Ten days later, the trailer was ready for delivery

K-Line was ready to convert their 22-foot
trailer into a mobile workshop, but they ran
head-on into one a familiar problem: trying
to buy components from different suppliers
and make them fit seamlessly together
inside a single trailer.

to K-Line. Wetzel and his team could not have been happier with
the final result. In a written statement, Wetzel said, “We weren’t
sure how we would design the layout of our mobile work trailer,
but EZ STAK helped us lay out and utilize every inch of space. We
were amazed and ultimately very pleased with the quality and
workmanship of their modular interior storage solutions. Would
we recommend EZ STAK? Absolutely.”

The Solution ►

EZ STAK designed a
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concept of a trailer with fully-insulated and
polyurethaned walls and ceilings, an
electrical panel and shore power
capabilities, and a long maple workbench
where K-Line could mount a drill press and a
vice. It also had drawer units, overhead
cabinets, closets with perforated doors and
even a whiteboard in the office area near
the front. With the final design in hand, the
EZ STAK crew got to work to deliver the
trailer in 10 days later.

This 22-foot-long trailer was upfitted and delivered in 10 days.

Let's discuss how EZ it is to spec your next trailer upfit solution.
Call Paul Lawrenson at 630.944.3300 or visit ezstak.com.

www.ezstak.com
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